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The role that the Responsibility to Protect (“R2P”) played in the United 
States’ decision to intervene in Libya in 2011 received wide coverage in ac-
ademic and policy circles.  While the Executive Branch’s legal justification 
for taking action in Libya without Congressional authorization was not 
premised solely on humanitarian grounds, R2P is a key plank in President 
Obama’s foreign policy.  Other commentators have discussed the role of 
R2P in international law, but a major domestic legal question remains: 
does the President have the power to unilaterally deploy military forces on 
R2P missions with no direct U.S. national security interests at stake?  This 
Note argues that though past unilateral Executive deployments of military 
force were justified primarily on U.S. national security interests, due to (1) 
the evolution of the President’s national security powers, and (2) the Presi-
dent’s ability to define “the national interest,” the Executive has the consti-
tutional power to send U.S. military forces into harm’s way on purely hu-
manitarian missions without the consent of Congress.  Yet unilateral de-
ployments may produce unintended consequences, as seen in Africa and 
Syria after the Libyan intervention.  In light of these events, this Note lays 
out a proposed solution to constrain the President’s ability to conduct such 
unilateral missions: Congress must pass legislation to check the Execu-
tive’s ability to conduct R2P deployments, and the judiciary must be will-
ing to enforce such legislation. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In 2011, President Barack Obama ordered the U.S. military to 
provide logistical and combat support for NATO forces to conduct 
a series of strikes against Colonel Muammar Quaddafi’s regime 
in Libya without Congressional authorization.1  According to the 
Department of Justice’s Office of Legal Counsel (“OLC”) and 
State Department Legal Advisor Harold Koh, the President pos-
sessed the power to order the involvement of U.S. military forces 
in combat situations in Libya without Congressional approval 
because (1) important national security interests were at stake; 
and (2) this intervention did not rise to the threshold of a “war” 
for Constitutional purposes.2  The two important national securi-
ty interests Koh cited were (a) maintaining the credibility of the 
United Nations (“U.N.”) Security Council, and (b) preserving re-
gional stability.3  While discussing what “preserving regional sta-
bility” meant, the President stated that a humanitarian crisis 
would ensue without U.S. intervention.4   

Keying in on the role that humanitarian purposes played in 
the U.S. decision to intervene in Libya and subsequent U.N. Se-
curity Council debates over the situation in Libya, scholars hailed 
or decried the Libyan intervention as the fruition of the Obama 
Administration’s effort to promote the Responsibility to Protect 
(commonly, “R2P”) Principle.5  R2P is shorthand for the emerging 
  
 1. See Barack Obama, U.S. President, Address to the Nation on the Intervention in 
Libya (Mar. 28, 2011), available at http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2011/03/28/
remarks-president-address-nation-libya.   
 2. Libya and War Powers: Hearing Before the S. Comm. On Foreign Relations, 112th 
Cong. 7–40 (2011) [hereinafter “Libya Hearing”] (statement of Harold Koh, Legal Advisor, 
U.S. Dep’t of State); Authority to Use Military Force in Libya, 35 Op. O.L.C. 1 (2011) 
[hereinafter “Libya Memo”]. 
 3. Libya Hearing, supra note 2, at 8 (statement of Harold Koh, Legal Advisor, U.S. 
Dep’t of State).  
 4. President Barack Obama, 48-Hour War Powers Resolution Notification to Con-
gress for Libyan Intervention (Mar. 21, 2011). 

 5. Bruce Jentleson, The Obama Administration and R2P: Progress, Problems and 
Prospects, 4 GLOBAL RESPONSIBILITY TO PROTECT 399 (2012); Saira Mohamed, Taking 
Stock of the Responsibility to Protect, 48 STAN. J. INT’L L. 319 (2012); Michael Doyle, The 
Folly of Protection, FOREIGN AFFAIRS (Mar. 20, 2011), available at 
http://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/67666/michael-w-doyle/the-folly-of-protection; 
Stewart Patrick, Libya and the Future of Humanitarian Intervention, FOREIGN AFFAIRS, 
(Aug. 26, 2011), available at http://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/68233/stewart-patrick/
libya-and-the-future-of-humanitarian-intervention?page=show; Michael Walzer, The Case 
Against Our Attack, NEW REPUBLIC, (Mar. 20, 2011), available at 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/world/85509/the-case-against-our-attack-libya; 
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international consensus in favor of supporting humanitarian in-
tervention when a state fails to protect its own people, thereby 
forfeiting its sovereign rights.6  While the exact role R2P played 
in decision-making around Libya is unknown to anyone outside of 
the Executive branch, the President’s 2010 National Security 
Strategy is seen in the international community as an American 
endorsement of R2P.7 

Although Presidential War Powers have expanded since the 
framing of the Constitution, the adoption of the extra-territorial 
principle of the Responsibility to Protect by a U.S. President pre-
sents a new question of whether the Executive has the inherent 
constitutional authority to unilaterally deploy U.S. military forc-
es in any role — e.g., logistical, advisory, combat, etc. — into a 
foreign conflict which poses no direct security risk to the United 
States, motivated by purely humanitarian grounds, and without 
Congressional authorization.  The legitimacy of taking such an 
action is not uniformly accepted, and some U.S. Senators have 
publicly indicated that they do not believe the President has such 
power.8  As Senator James Webb said during a Senate hearing 
over the Libyan intervention, “the most unusual part of this deci-
sion [to intervene] was . . . the use by a President of a very vague 
standard that he or she can unilaterally inject military force into 
situations around the world based on a vague standard of human-
itarian assistance.  We have not seen that before.”9  

This Note begins in Part II by placing R2P in context, and de-
scribing how the Obama Administration has pushed the U.S. 
government towards enforcing and promoting the Responsibility 
to Protect.  In Part III the Note looks at the evolution of unilat-
  
Jayshree Bajoria, Libya and the Responsibility to Protect, COUNCIL ON FOREIGN 
RELATIONS (Mar. 24, 2011); Steven Groves, Obama Wrongly Adopts U.N. Responsibility to 
Protect to Justify Libyan Intervention, HERITAGE FOUND. (Mar. 31, 2011), available at 
http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2011/03/libya-intervention-obama-wrongly-
adopts-un-responsibility-to-protect.  See also THE INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION ON 
INTERVENTION AND STATE SOVEREIGNTY, THE RESPONSIBILITY TO PROTECT XI (2011), 
available at http://responsibilitytoprotect.org/ICISS%20Report.pdf [hereinafter ICISS 
Report]. 
 6. See generally 2005 World Summit Outcome, G.A. Res. 60/1, ¶¶ 138–39, U.N. Doc. 
A/RES/60/1 (Oct. 24, 2005) (articulating the international commitment). 
 7. National Endorsements of Responsibility to Protect, INT’L. COAL. FOR THE 
RESPONSIBILITY TO PROTECT (Feb. 3, 2011), http://responsibilitytoprotect.org/
RtoP%20National%20level(2).pdf. 
 8. Libya Hearing, supra note 2, at 28 (statement of Sen. James Webb).  
 9. Id. 
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eral Presidential deployments of military force since the Vietnam 
War, and finds that up through the Bush Administration, unilat-
eral Presidential exercises of military power were based upon the 
President’s defensive war powers and his foreign relations prima-
cy; recognizing the power of the President as the Commander in 
Chief and sole organ of the federal government to defend U.S. 
lives, property, and treaty obligations.  Set against this back-
ground, this Note makes a descriptive claim and a normative one.  
Because the President prescribes what is in “the national inter-
est,” and war powers are defined through the gloss that the his-
torical practice of the political branches gives them, the evolution 
of unilateral executive use of military force indicates that the 
President has the constitutional authority to deploy U.S. military 
forces for purely humanitarian reasons.10  Yet if the President 
possesses this immense power, this in turn creates a host of prob-
lems, which are discussed briefly in Part IV.  Therefore, as this 
Note argues in Part V, Congress should revamp the War Powers 
Resolution and pass legislation similar to Senator Webb’s 2012 
Humanitarian Intervention bill.  Additionally, courts should stop 
relying on justiciability doctrines to dodge adjudicating war pow-
ers questions, and enforce Congressional legislation circumscrib-
ing the President’s war power. 

II. THE RESPONSIBILITY TO PROTECT AND U.S. FOREIGN 
POLICY 

Beginning in April 1994, a mass genocide in Rwanda led to the 
deaths of over 800,000 people.11  As the U.N. Human Rights 
Council stated in the aftermath of Rwanda, “[p]olicymakers in . . . 
the United States and at the United Nations were aware of the 
preparations for massive slaughter and failed to take the steps 
  
 10. See, e.g., David J. Barron & Martin S. Lederman, The Commander in Chief at the 
Lowest Ebb — Framing the Problem, Doctrine, and Original Understanding, 121 HARV. L. 
REV. 689 (2008); Curtis A. Bradley & Jack L. Goldsmith, Congressional Authorization and 
the War on Terrorism, 118 HARV. L. REV. 2047 (2005); Michael D. Ramsey, Text and Histo-
ry in the War Powers Debate: A Reply to Professor Yoo, 69 U. CHI. L. REV. 1685 (2002); 
John C. Yoo, War and Constitutional Texts, 69 U. CHI. L. REV. 1639 (2002); John C. Yoo, 
The Continuation of Politics by Other Means: The Original Understanding of War Powers, 
84 CAL. L. REV. 167 (1996). 
 11. Genocide in Rwanda, U.N. HUMAN RIGHTS COUNCIL, 
http://www.unitedhumanrights.org/genocide/ genocide_in_rwanda.htm (last visited Oct. 12, 
2013).  
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needed to prevent it . . . [e]ven after it had become indisputable 
that what was going on in Rwanda was a genocide.”12  Disgust 
with the international community’s response to the Rwandan 
genocide, along with failures to respond quickly to other ethnic 
crises in Somalia, the Balkans, and other hotspots, led to the 
formulation of the Responsibility to Protect Principle, or R2P.13  
As defined by the 2005 U.N. Outcome Summit on R2P, and for-
mulated by the U.N. Secretary General’s 2009 Order on Imple-
menting R2P, the international commitment to R2P stands on 
three pillars: 

(1) The State carries the primary responsibility for protect-
ing populations from genocide, war crimes, crimes against 
humanity and ethnic cleansing, and their incitement; (2) 
The international community has a responsibility to en-
courage and assist States in fulfilling this responsibility; (3) 
The international community has a responsibility to use ap-
propriate diplomatic, humanitarian and other means to pro-
tect populations from these crimes.  If a State is manifestly 
failing to protect its populations, the international commu-
nity must be prepared to take collective action to protect 
populations.14   

Accordingly, all states have the responsibility to intervene in 
another sovereign state’s affairs to prevent humanitarian catas-
trophes, even if doing so would require an armed military inter-
vention.15  The responsibility to intervene is present at all times 
and in all situations, even when an intervening state has no di-
rect interests at stake in the humanitarian crisis or its outcome.16  
For example, under the R2P regime, if a small sovereign state on 
another continent faced a pending humanitarian crisis in the 
midst of a civil war, the United States as an international actor 
  
 12. Id. 
 13. Edward Luck, R2P — A Short History, UNITED NATIONS REGIONAL INFORMATION 
CENTRE FOR WESTERN EUROPE, http://www.unric.org/en/responsibility-to-protect/26981-
r2p-a-short-history. 
 14. The Responsibility to Protect, U.N. OFFICE OF THE SPECIAL ADVISOR ON THE 
PREVENTION OF GENOCIDE, http://www.un.org/en/preventgenocide/adviser/
responsibility.shtml (last visited Oct. 12, 2013).  See also 2005 World Summit Outcome, 
supra note 6, at ¶¶ 138–39. 
 15. See ICISS Report, supra note 5. 
 16. 2005 World Summit Outcome, supra note 6, at ¶¶ 138–39. 
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would have the responsibility to intervene to end the crisis even if 
there were no direct U.S. security or economic interests at stake 
in the civil war.17  R2P does not call for intervention only in the 
case of mass genocides; rather, under the U.N.’s formulation, it 
includes interventions to “help protect populations from genocide, 
war crimes, ethnic cleansing, and crimes against humanity.”18  
While this would seem to narrow the number of times R2P mis-
sions are required, in actuality these open-ended, and often polit-
ically-motivated, categories do the opposite.19  

The United States did not initially embrace the R2P doctrine.  
“Under the [George W.] Bush administration, both the Pentagon 
and the State Department were intensely wary of signing up to 
anything that might bind them to take draconian action in the 
name of humanity.”20  There were several reasons for this stance, 
including skepticism of the U.N., fear of R2P missions being co-
opted by a foreign state’s own political machinations, and the 
view that “[t]he U.S. military exists to protect and defend Ameri-
can citizens and their interests, not the world’s.”21  The Bush 
Administration instead embraced a policy of voluntary interven-
tion if such action was found necessary.22  
  
 17. See Mohamed, supra note 5, at 320–21. 
 18. See MICHAEL DOYLE, THE FOLLY OF PROTECTION, FOREIGN AFFAIRS (Mar. 20, 
2011), available at http://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/67666/michael-w-doyle/the-folly-
of-protection. 
 19. For instance, if intervention is required in the case of war crimes, then perhaps 
the international community should have intervened in Iraq and Afghanistan since Presi-
dent George W. Bush, Vice President Dick Cheney, Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld 
and their legal advisers Alberto Gonzales, David Addington, William Haynes, Jay Bybee 
and John Yoo were tried in absentia and convicted in Malaysia in May 2012 of war crimes 
in connection with the War on Terror.  These charges have since been referred to the In-
ternational Criminal Court, where action has yet to be taken.  See Yvonne Ridley, Bush 
Convicted of War Crimes in Abstentia, FOREIGN POLICY JOURNAL (May 12, 2012), available 
at http://www.foreignpolicyjournal.com/2012/05/12/buh-convicted-of-war-crimes-in-
absentia/; Patrick Goodenough, Bush, Cheney Face Torture and War Crimes ‘Charges’ in 
Mock Trial, CNS NEWS (May 8, 2012) http://cnsnews.com/news/article/bush-cheney-face-
torture-and-war-crimes-charges-mock-trial.  
 20. Theresa Reinold, The United States and the Responsibility to Protect: Impediment, 
Bystander, or Norm Leader?, 3 GLOBAL RESPONSIBILITY TO PROTECT 61, 66 (2011); Re-
sponsibility to Protect; An Idea Whose Time Has Come and Gone, ECONOMIST, Jul. 25, 
2009, available at http://www.economist.com/node/14087788.  
 21. Scott Nason, Misguided Responsibility?, HERITAGE FOUND. (Apr. 9, 2011) availa-
ble at http://blog.heritage.org/2011/04/09/misguided-responsibility/.  See also Steven 
Groves, The U.S. Should Reject the Responsibility to Protect, HERITAGE FOUND. (May 1, 
2008), available at http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2008/05/the-us-should-reject-
the-un-responsibility-to-protect-doctrine. 
 22. Groves, supra note 21, at “Current U.S. Policy.”    
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Under the Obama Administration, however, R2P has become a 
component of U.S. foreign policy.  The first U.S. government ac-
tion that brought R2P into the wheelhouse of American foreign 
policy came just prior to the 2008 elections.  The Genocide Pre-
vention Task Force — an organization jointly convened by the 
U.S. Institute of Peace, the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum, 
and the American Academy of Diplomacy — “urge[d] America’s 
44th president to demonstrate at the outset that preventing gen-
ocide and mass atrocities is a national priority.”23  The Task 
Force also suggested that the next President “develop and prom-
ulgate a government-wide policy on preventing genocide and 
mass atrocities . . . create a standing interagency mechanism for 
analysis of threats and consideration of appropriate action . . . 
[and] strengthen global efforts to prevent mass atrocities and 
genocide.”24  

The Obama Administration seized on the Task Force’s recom-
mendations, and translated them into a broader elevation of R2P 
as a national interest, via three key documents.  First, Presiden-
tial Study Directive 10 (“PSD-10”) on Mass Atrocities declares 
mass atrocity prevention to be a “core national security interest 
and core moral responsibility.”25  PSD-10 directed the establish-
ment of an interagency Atrocities Prevention Board (“APB”), 
made up of government officials across multiple federal agencies, 
and tasked the APB to meet regularly to identify and address 
atrocity threats.26  The APB is also ordered to “consider the rec-
ommendations of relevant bipartisan and expert studies, includ-
ing the recommendations of the bipartisan Genocide Prevention 
Task Force” in developing U.S. policy.27  The APB first met on 
  
 23. MADELINE E. ALBRIGHT & WILLIAM S. COHEN, GENOCIDE PREVENTION TASK 
FORCE, PREVENTING GENOCIDE: A BLUEPRINT FOR U.S. POLICYMAKERS xvi (2008), 
http://www.ushmm.org/m/pdfs/20081124-genocide-prevention-report.pdf. For a more in-
depth summary of R2P developments in the U.S., see CDR Ivan G. Carlson, Bridging the 
Ends and Means of the Responsibility to Protect: An Opportunity for U.S. Leadership 
(May 24, 2012) (National Defense University, unpublished M.A. thesis). 
 24. ALBRIGHT & COHEN, supra note 23, at 111.  
 25. Presidential Study Directive on Mass Atrocities, 2011 DAILY COMP. PRES. DOC. 1 
(Aug. 4, 2011), available at http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2011/08/04/
presidential-study-directive-mass-atrocities [hereinafter “Presidential Study Directive”].  
 26. Id.  See also Sarah Margon, Obama Announces Atrocities Prevention Board: ‘Sov-
ereignty Is Never A License To Slaughter Your Own People’, THINK PROGRESS (Apr. 23, 
2012) http://thinkprogress.org/security/2012/04/23/469559/obama-atrocitiies-prevention-
board/?mobile=nc. 
 27. Presidential Study Directive, supra note 25. 
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April 23, 2012, and its first Director was Samantha Power, now 
the U.S. Ambassador to the U.N., who once wrote that America 
had a “duty to act” to prevent any foreign genocide.28  

The second document is the 2010 National Security Strategy 
(“NSS”).   The NSS states that “[t]he United States and all mem-
ber states of the U.N. have endorsed the concept of the Responsi-
bility to Protect.”29  The NSS continues that “[i]n the event that 
prevention fails, the United States will work both multilaterally 
and bilaterally to mobilize diplomatic, humanitarian, financial, 
and — in certain instances — military means to prevent and re-
spond to genocide and mass atrocities.”30  The inclusion of R2P in 
the National Security Strategy is seen by the international com-
munity as a signal from the Obama Administration that embrac-
ing R2P is in the national interest of the U.S.31  

Third, the Mass Atrocity Response Operations (“MARO”) Pro-
ject, a joint project between Harvard’s Kennedy School of Gov-
ernment and the U.S. Army War College, has “developed a con-
ceptual framework for MARO, explaining the underlying common 
elements and unique challenges of a MARO compared to other 
types of military operations.”32  The outcome of the Project is the 
MARO Handbook, which senior Department of Defense, Depart-
ment of State, National Security Council, and other Administra-
tion officials have utilized in table-top exercise simulations.33  
Following publication of the MARO handbook, mass atrocity re-
sponse was incorporated into Army Training and Doctrine Com-
mand publications, and the 2010 Department of Defense Quad-

  
 28. Office of the Press Secretary, Fact Sheet: A Comprehensive Strategy and New 
Tools to Prevent and Respond to Atrocities, THE WHITE HOUSE (Apr. 23, 2012) 
http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2012/04/23/fact-sheet-comprehensive-strategy-
and-new-tools-prevent-and-respond-atro; Laura Secor, Turning a Blind Eye, N.Y. TIMES, 
Apr. 14, 2002, available at http://www.nytimes.com/2002/04/14/books/turning-a-blind-
eye.html?pagewanted=all&src=pm; SAMANTHA POWER, A PROBLEM FROM HELL: AMERICA 
AND THE AGE OF GENOCIDE 512 (2002). 
 29. OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES, THE NATIONAL SECURITY 
STRATEGY 48 (2010).  
 30. Id.   
 31. See National Endorsements, supra note 7.  
 32. Project Purpose and History, MASS ATROCITY RESPONSE OPERATIONS PROJECT, 
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/centers/carr/programs/mass-atrocity-response-operations/
about/project-purpose-and-history (last visited Oct. 15, 2013). 
 33. See id. 
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rennial Review.34  In addition to these documents and actions, the 
President and members of his administration have made public 
pronouncements supporting the concept of R2P multiple times.   
President Obama’s 2009 Nobel Peace Prize Address discussed the 
role that militaries can play to protect vulnerable populations.35  
Later, the President stated that “I believe that force can be justi-
fied on humanitarian grounds. . . . Inaction tears at our con-
science and can lead to more costly intervention later.  That’s 
why all responsible nations must embrace the role that militaries 
with a clear mandate can play to keep the peace.”36  In 2009, 
then-U.N. Ambassador Susan Rice stated that the U.S. took its 
responsibility to protect civilians from violations of international 
law “seriously.”37  Assistant Secretary of State Andrew Shapiro 
labeled “the prevention of mass atrocities and genocide as a core 
national security interest of the United States.”38  And on April 
23, 2012, President Obama said that “national sovereignty is 
never a license to slaughter your own people,” as he discussed the 
creation of the APB.39  These public comments are only a small 
sampling of public Obama Administration support for R2P.  Addi-
tionally, the placement of R2P proponents, such as Susan Rice 
and Samantha Power in senior U.S. defense and foreign relations 
posts signals the President’s support for the doctrine.40 

Under the Obama Administration, the concept of R2P has be-
come a core national interest.  This interest was given as one of 
the reasons for the Libyan intervention, but is this a legally legit-
imate interest that, by itself, gives the President the power to 
unilaterally deploy military forces into a hostile conflict?  

  
 34. Id.  See also, Kimberly Johnson, Genocide Prevention for Dummies, FOREIGN 
POLICY, Apr. 7, 2011, available at http://www.foreignpolicy.com/articles/2011/04/07/
genocide_prevention_for_dummies?page=0.1 
 35. See Mohamed, supra note 5, at 332.  See also President Barack Obama, Remarks 
by the President at the Acceptance of the Nobel Peace Prize (Dec. 10, 2009) (transcript 
available at www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/remarks-presidentacceptance-nobel-
peace-prize). 
 36. John Fenzel, R2P: The New Obama Doctrine, GEORGETOWNER, Feb. 21, 2012, 
available at http://www.georgetowner.com/articles/2012/feb/21/r2p-new-obama-doctrine/.  
 37. Id.  
 38. Andrew Shapiro, Assistant Sec’y of State, Remarks to the U.S. Inst. of Peace (Feb. 
27, 2012), available at http://london.usembassy.gov/forpol104.html.   
 39. Alicia M. Cohn, Obama: ‘National Sovereignty Never a License to Slaughter Your 
People,’ THE HILL (Apr. 23, 2012), available at http://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-
room/news/223033-obama-national-sovereignty-is-never-a-license-to-slaughter-your-people  
 40. See Fenzel, supra note 36; Groves, supra note 21. 
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III. THE LEGAL DEVELOPMENT OF PRESIDENTIAL WAR 
POWERS SINCE THE VIETNAM WAR AND R2P 

The President’s legal justification for unilaterally ordering 
U.S. military forces involvement in the 2011 Libyan Civil War 
was that important national security interests were involved — 
one of which was a humanitarian interest — and that the level of 
U.S. involvement in Libya did not meet the War Powers Resolu-
tion threshold for hostilities requiring Congressional authoriza-
tion.41  Thus the legal justification proffered for Libya is not ex-
plicitly based on R2P — it only references humanitarian purpos-
es.  But, in order to determine whether the President has the in-
herent constitutional authority to go a step further and unilater-
ally deploy U.S. military forces into a conflict solely for humani-
tarian reasons in a R2P mission, this section analyzes Executive 
branch justifications for unilateral deployments since the Vi-
etnam War and passage of the War Powers Resolution.  Next, 
this section examines the framework for judging the legality of 
unilateral Presidential deployments.  Finally, this section con-
cludes with a discussion of why the evolution of unilateral Execu-
tive deployments gives the President the power to send troops 
abroad on R2P missions without Congressional authorization. 

As an initial comment, this Note assumes that the scope of the 
President’s power as the Chief Executive, Commander-In-Chief, 
and the “sole organ of the nation in its external relations”42 pro-
vides the President with the constitutional authority to unilater-
ally employ military force without Congressional approval in cer-
tain circumstances — a proposition that is contested by some.43 
Yet this contested view is relied on herein because, as the OLC 

  
 41. See Libya Hearing, supra note 2, at 8 (statement of Harold Koh, Legal Advisor, 
U.S. Dep’t of State); Libya Memo, supra note 2, at 26. 
 42. United States v. Curtiss-Wright Exp. Corp., 299 U.S. 304, 319 (1936). 
 43. As Chief Justice Taney wrote on behalf of the Court in 1850:  

His duty and his power are purely military.  As commander-in-chief, he is au-
thorized to direct the movements of the naval and military forces placed by law 
at his command, and to employ them in the manner he may deem most effectual 
to harass and conquer and subdue the enemy.  He may invade the hostile coun-
try, and subject it to the sovereignty and authority of the United States.  But his 
conquests do not enlarge the boundaries of this Union, nor extend the operation 
of our institutions and laws beyond the limits before assigned to them by the leg-
islative power. 

Fleming v. Page, 50 U.S. 603, 615 (1850). 
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wrote in 1980, “[o]ur history is replete with instances of presiden-
tial uses of military force abroad in the absence of prior congres-
sional approval.”44 

A. VIETNAM AND THE WAR POWERS RESOLUTION 

The Vietnam War serves as the starting point in this analysis 
for two reasons.  First, though Presidents had unilaterally de-
ployed military forces abroad since the time of President George 
Washington without any Congressional authorization, according 
to a 2002 study by the Congressional Research Service, all of the-
se unilateral deployments were premised on defending U.S. na-
tional security interests in U.S. lives, property, or treaty obliga-
tions.45  For example, the history of Executive interventions pre-
Vietnam is replete with retaliatory raids on pirate strongholds, 
military excursions in Central America for economic reasons, re-
taliation against natives for harsh treatment of American sailors, 
actions to enforce treaty obligations, and Cold War interventions 
against Soviet-aligned revolutionaries.46  Similarly, a study in-
troduced into the Congressional Record during the debate over 
the War Powers Act cited 199 instances of U.S. military activities 
undertaken abroad without a formal declaration of war from 1798 
to 1972, all of which involved interests including American lives, 
property, and treaty issues.47  However, this 1972 study includes 
military actions authorized through appropriations bill or trea-
ties, and not only unilateral Executive fiat, so the actual number 
of unilateral Presidential interventions is much lower.48  Taken 
together, these two studies show that even before Vietnam, there 
was a long history of unilateral Presidential deployments of mili-
tary forces, though none were conducted purely for humanitarian 
missions.  Thus, Vietnam serves as a good starting point for ex-

  
 44. Presidential Power to Use the Armed Forces Abroad Without Statutory Authori-
zation, 4A Op. O.L.C. 185, 187 (1980). 
 45. See generally RICHARD F. GRIMMETT, CONG. RESEARCH SERV., R41677, INSTANCES 
OF USE OF UNITED STATES ARMED FORCES ABROAD, 1798–2010 13–31 (2011). 
 46. Id.  This Note identifies Cold War posturing as an interest in U.S. lives or treaty 
obligations because the fear at the time was that if one state fell to the Soviets, then U.S. 
lives at home and abroad would be endangered. 
 47. See 119 CONG. REC. 25066 (chronological list of 199 military hostilities without 
congressional approval) (appendix entered by Sen. Barry Goldwater). 
 48. Id.  
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amining the development of Presidential war powers in humani-
tarian contexts. 

Second, the legal justification for America’s involvement in Vi-
etnam were grounded in a theory of Executive power which has 
been repeated in OLC opinions on unilateral Presidential de-
ployments up through the 2011 Libyan intervention.49  This view 
on inherent Presidential war powers, along with the legal ramifi-
cations the War Powers Resolution introduced, created the 
framework for current Executive legal justifications of unilateral 
deployments.  

1. The Meeker Memo and Historical Gloss 

Though Congress never declared war on North Vietnam, Con-
gressional authorization for the military effort came from the 
Tonkin Gulf Resolution, continued appropriations for the war, 
and SEATO Treaty obligations.50  However, Leonard C. Meeker, 
then the State Department Legal Advisor, argued publicly that 
even without Congressional authorization or treaty obligations, 
Lyndon Johnson had the inherent power as the President to con-
duct the war unilaterally.51   Meeker’s arguments for the exist-
ence of this inherent Presidential power were premised on (1) the 
President’s Article II powers as both the Commander-in-Chief 
and the sole organ of government in foreign relations; (2) the 
President’s Article II defensive war powers, which were involved 
in Vietnam because conflicts abroad can implicate homeland de-
fense; and (3) since the signing of the Constitution, President’s 
had sent American forces abroad 125 times without Congression-
al authorization, which added gloss to the distribution of power 
between the Executive Branch and Congress.52  Of importance for 
the modern legal framework on unilateral Executive deployments 
is not the widely accepted view that the President has unilateral 
defensive war powers, but rather that this unilateral war power 
can be tied to defending U.S. interests abroad, and that the power 

  
 49. Office of the Legal Adviser, U.S. Dep’t of State, The Legality of United States 
Participation in the Defense of Viet-Nam, 75 YALE L.J. 1085, 1100-01 (1966). 
 50. Id. at 1085–1100. 
 51. Id. at 1100–01. 
 52. Id.   
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can be altered over time based on the gloss that Presidential and 
Congressional practice add. 

The view that the practices of the political branches in nation-
al security and foreign relations adds gloss to their separate and 
shared constitutional powers is found in Youngstown Sheet & 
Tube Company v. Sawyer, where Justice Frankfurter wrote that: 

[A] systematic, unbroken, executive practice, long pursued 
to the knowledge of the Congress and never before ques-
tioned, engaged in by Presidents who have also sworn to 
uphold the Constitution, making it as it were such exercise 
of power part of the structure of our government, may be 
treated as a gloss on ‘Executive Power’ vested in the Presi-
dent by § 1 of Art. II.53 

Justice Jackson’s much-cited three-category Youngstown 
framework aligns with Frankfurter’s view; for instance, in Cate-
gory One, where Congressional approval of a Presidential action 
is explicit or implicit — which can be signaled through Congres-
sional acquiescence to an executive action — Presidential actions 
are “supported by the strongest of presumptions and the widest 
latitude of judicial interpretation, and the burden of persuasion 
would rest heavily upon any who might attack it.”54  

Supporting and relying on the Youngstown framework, the 
Supreme Court in Dames & Moore v. Regan upheld President 
Carter’s authority to suspend claims pending in American courts, 
finding that Congressional acquiescence gave implicit approval.55 
The Court, in Haig v. Agee, utilized the same customary law view 
of Presidential national security powers.56  As Harold Koh wrote 
in 1990, “the relationship of Congress's power to declare war and 
the President's authority as Commander in Chief and Chief Ex-
ecutive has been clarified by two hundred years of practice . . . 
[and] historical precedent serves as quasi-constitutional ‘custom’ 
  
 53. Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579, 610–11 (1952) (Frankfur-
ter, J., concurring). 
 54. Id. at 637. 
 55. See Dames & Moore v. Regan, 453 U.S. 654, 675 (1981).  See also Maj. Geoffrey S. 
Corn, Clinton, Kosovo, and the Final Destruction of the War Powers Resolution, 42 WM. & 
MARY L. REV. 1149, 1160–61 (2001). 
 56. See, e.g., Chester H.L. Hutchinson, Al-Bihani v. Obama & Congressional Testi-
mony on Targeted Killings: Evaluating Custom As A Source of Law in the War on Terror, 
31 ST. LOUIS U. PUB. L. REV. 579, 599 (2012). 
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in foreign affairs.”57  Just as Meeker argued for President John-
son that the practice of the political branches alters their powers, 
every OLC opinion on unilateral Presidential deployments since 
Vietnam has included the added gloss theory.58 

2. The War Powers Resolution 

Following the Vietnam War, in order to “fulfill the intent of 
the framers of the Constitution of the United States and insure 
that the collective judgment of both the Congress and the Presi-
dent will apply to the introduction of United States Armed Forces 
into hostilities,” Congress passed the War Powers Resolution 
(“WPR”) in 1973.59  The WPR acts as a Congressional hurdle 
which Presidents are supposed to clear before deploying any mili-
tary forces abroad in certain circumstances.60  One of those cir-
cumstances discussed during the Senate hearings on the pro-
posed War Powers Resolution was “humanitarian missions.”61  
Senator Barry Goldwater asked his colleagues during the hear-
ings whether “humanitarian missions” were covered by the 
WPR’s requirements.62 Senator Jack Javits, one of the principal 
sponsors of the bill, replied that “[i]f such missions involve the 
Armed Forces of the United States in hostilities or in situations 
where their imminent involvement is clearly indicated by the cir-
cumstances, the war powers bill does indeed and quite properly 
apply.”63  Thus, the WPR’s requirements were contemplated to be 

  
 57. Proposed Deployment of United States Armed Forces into Bosnia, 19 Op. O.L.C. 
327 (1995) (citing HAROLD KOH, THE NATIONAL SECURITY CONSTITUTION 70–71 (1990)).  
See also, Peter Raven-Hansen & William C. Banks, Pulling the Purse Strings of the Com-
mander in Chief, 80 VA. L. REV. 833, 848–54 (1994); Hutchinson, supra note 56, at 615. 
 58. See, e.g., Proposed Deployment of United States Armed Forces into Bosnia, supra 
note 57.  One important note is that the view that Youngstown controls national security 
evaluations on the Separation of Powers is contested. For instance, a proponent of Presi-
dential power could argue that United States v. Curtiss-Wright Export Corp., 299 U.S. 304 
(1936), controls national security questions and Youngstown does not apply.  For argu-
ments over which of six permutations of the Youngstown and Curtiss-Wright views con-
trols, see Roy E. Brownell II, The Coexistence of United States v. Curtiss-Wright and 
Youngstown Sheet & Tube v. Sawyer in National Security Jurisprudence, 16 J.L. & POL. 1, 
12 (2000). 
 59. War Powers Resolution, Pub. L. No. 93-148, 87 Stat. 555 (1973) (codified at 50 
U.S.C. § 1541(a) (2006)). 
 60. Id.  
 61. 119 Cong. Rec. 25051 (1973) (statement of Sen. Barry Goldwater).  
 62. Id.  
 63. 119 Cong. Rec. 25054 (daily ed. Jul. 20, 1973) (statement of Sen. Jacob K. Javits). 
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required for any deployment of U.S. military forces on a humani-
tarian mission where hostilities may be involved. 

Under the WPR, as required by 50 U.S.C. § 1541, the Presi-
dent may “introduce United States Armed Forces into hostilities . 
. . pursuant to (1) a declaration of war, (2) specific statutory au-
thorization, or (3) a national emergency created by attack upon 
the United States, its territories or possessions, or its armed forc-
es.”64  However, subsequent Presidential administrations and 
Congresses have both agreed that these three categories are not 
exclusive, and the President may have authority to introduce 
U.S. armed forces into hostilities outside of these situations.65  
The WPR continues in § 1542 to require that  

[t]he President in every possible instance shall consult with 
Congress before introducing United States Armed Forces in-
to hostilities or into situations where imminent involvement 
in hostilities is clearly indicated by the circumstances, and 
after every such introduction shall consult regularly with 
the Congress until United States Armed Forces are no long-
er engaged in hostilities or have been removed from such 
situations.”66  

If within sixty calendar days of the start of hostilities Con-
gress has not authorized a deployment of military force, the Pres-
ident must withdraw troops.67  But by giving the President a six-
ty-day window to order a deployment before Congressional au-
thorization is required, the WPR implicitly recognizes the Presi-
dent’s power to unilaterally engage forces abroad for up to the 
initial sixty days.68  As Presidential administrations have argued 
since the WPR became law, the WPR’s “structure . . . recognizes 
and presupposes the existence of unilateral presidential authority 

  
 64. 50 U.S.C.  § 1541(c).  
 65. Deployment of United States Armed Forces into Haiti, 18 Op. O.L.C. 173, 176 
(1994). 
 66. 50 U.S.C.  §§ 1542–43 (2006). 
 67. 50 U.S.C. § 1544(b) (2006).  The sixty-day window can be extended to ninety days 
pursuant to a Presidential request.  Id. 
 68. See, e.g., Overview of the War Powers Resolution, 8 Op. O.L.C. 271 (1984) (Grena-
da); Proposed Deployment of U.S. Armed Forces into Bosnia, supra note 57 (Bosnia); Au-
thority to Use U.S. Military Forces in Somalia, 16 Op. O.L.C. 6 (1992) (Somalia). 
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to deploy armed forces’ into hostilities or circumstances present-
ing an imminent risk of hostilities.”69  

B. LIBYA AND THE OBAMA ADMINISTRATION’S LEGAL 
FRAMEWORK 

The Meeker view on Presidential powers and the WPR’s con-
straints, set the baseline for modern Executive war powers.  For 
subsequent unilateral deployments, under the theory that past 
practices between the political branches in national security af-
fairs defines the political branches respective powers, according 
to the OLC, the framework for deciding whether a unilateral 
Presidential deployment of troops abroad is legally justified or 
not: 

turns on two questions: first, whether United States opera-
tions [abroad] would serve sufficiently important national 
interests to permit the President’s action as Commander in 
Chief and Chief Executive and pursuant to his authority to 
conduct U.S. foreign relations; and second, whether the mil-
itary operations that the President anticipated ordering 
would be sufficiently extensive in “nature, scope, and dura-
tion” to constitute a “war” requiring prior specific congres-
sional approval under the Declaration of War Clause.70 

1. Does the Nature, Scope, and Duration of a Conflict Rise to the 
Level of Hostilities? 

The second prong of the test examines the scope, nature and 
duration of a conflict, asking whether a deployment of military 
force amounts to “hostilities” under the WPR such that it triggers 
the requirement for Congressional authorization.  Analyzing a 
trigger is critical here because since the passage of the WPR, both 
Congress and the President have stated that not every use or de-
ployment of military forces rises to the level of hostilities covered 

  
 69. Libya Memo, supra note 2, at 8 (citing Deployment of United States Armed Forces 
into Haiti, supra note 65). 
 70. Memorandum Opinion from Caroline D. Krass, Principal Deputy Assistant Att’y 
Gen., Office of Legal Counsel, to the Att’y General, Authority to Use Military Force in 
Libya 10 (Apr. 1, 2011). 
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by the Resolution.71  Immediately following passage of the WPR, 
a 1975 Executive Branch opinion on the definition of hostilities 
said that “hostilities” do not include situations where the: 

nature of the mission is limited . . . situations that do not 
“involve the full military engagements with which the Reso-
lution is primarily concerned”;  where the exposure of U.S. 
forces is limited . . . [or] involving “sporadic military or par-
amilitary attacks on our armed forces” in which the overall 
threat faced by our military is low; and  where the risk of 
escalation is therefore limited.72 

Similarly, according to a 1984 OLC opinion, as early as the 
Ford Administration the Executive Branch “took the position that 
‘hostilities’ meant a situation in which units of our armed forces 
are ‘actively engaged in exchanges of fire.’”73  So from the time 
the WPR became law, the Executive Branch has attempted to 
carve out an exception for deployments that do not meet the defi-
nition of hostilities under the WPR, and thus, do not require ap-
proval from Congress. 

Indeed, since the enactment of the WPR, the Executive 
Branch has argued that various unilateral Presidential deploy-
ments have not risen to the WPR threshold of hostilities.  For 
example, in 1994 the Executive Branch argued that the WPR was 
only meant to capture “major, prolonged conflicts such as the 
wars in Vietnam and Korea, rather than to prohibit the President 
from using or threatening to use troops to achieve important dip-
lomatic objectives where the risk of sustained military conflict 
was negligible.”74  Therefore the OLC argued that a President 
had the power to deploy 20,000 peacekeepers for a limited dura-
tion of time to Haiti since the risk of armed conflict was low.75  
Discussing the Bosnia engagement in 1995, the OLC stated that 
President Clinton’s unilateral deployment of forces and assets 
were Constitutional because the “deployment is intended to be a 
limited mission . . . [it] is reasonably possible that little or no re-
  
 71. See, e.g., Presidential Power to Use the Armed Forces Abroad Without Statutory 
Authorization, supra note 44.  
 72. Libya Memo, supra note 2, at 14. 
 73. Overview of the War Powers Resolution, supra note 68. 
 74. Deployment of United States Armed Forces into Haiti, supra note 65, at 176. 
 75. Id.  
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sistance to the deployment will occur . . . [and] it is not likely that 
the United States will find itself involved in extensive or sus-
tained hostilities.”76  Also, the Bosnia mission did not include 
“significant bodies of military personnel.”77  Congress apparently 
agreed with these views, because it did not oppose these unilat-
eral deployments, and under Youngstown, acquiescence signals 
agreement.78  Additionally, the judicial branch has accepted the 
Executive’s view on what constitutes “hostilities”: in Dellums v. 
Bush, the District Court for the District of Columbia held that 
congressional authorization for deployments was only required 
where “the forces involved are of such magnitude and significance 
as to present no serious claim that a war would not ensue if they 
became engaged in combat.”79 

Since a “pattern of executive conduct, made under claim of 
right, extended over many decades and engaged in by Presidents 
of both parties, ‘evidences the existence of broad constitutional 
power’” in this area of law, the proposition that minor engage-
ments do not trigger the WPR is now a quasi-constitutional cus-
tom — meaning that even if the drafters of the WPR did not im-
agine Presidential deployments of thousands of troops without 
Congressional authorization, the President now has the constitu-
tional authority to do this.80  Thus in Libya, the Obama Admin-
istration reiterated the distinction between full military encoun-
ters and more constrained operations, stating that “intermittent 
military engagements” did not require Congressional approval, 
and the definition of hostilities “will be satisfied only by pro-
longed and substantial military engagements, typically involving 
exposure of U.S. military personnel to significant risk over a sub-
stantial period.”81  Because the Libyan intervention was limited 
to an air campaign, the risk of U.S. forces being injured or killed 
was low.  Similarly, the risk of escalation of the campaign would 
also be minimal, and the scope of U.S. involvement limited to en-

  
 76. Proposed Deployment of United States Armed Forces into Bosnia, supra note 57. 
 77. Id.  
 78. See Corn, supra note 55, at 1160–61. 
 79. Brief for Plaintiffs-Appellants, Campbell v. Clinton, No. 99-5214, 1999 WL 
34834287 (D.C. Cir. June 29, 1999). 
 80. Memorandum Opinion, supra note 70, at 5.  
 81. Libya Hearing, supra note 2, at 14 (statement of Harold Koh, Legal Advisor, U.S. 
Dep’t of State); Authority to Use Military Force in Libya, 35 Op. O.L.C. 8 (2011). 
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forcing a no-fly zone and protecting civilians.82  Therefore, accord-
ing to the Obama administration, this engagement did not reach 
the level of action requisite to implicate hostilities under the 
WPR.83 

2. Is a U.S. Interest Implicated? 

In the aftermath of Vietnam, Presidents continued to rely on 
the theory that U.S. lives, property, or treaty obligations were the 
only U.S. national interests that gave rise to a President having 
the power to unilaterally deploy force.  In 1975, the Executive 
Branch interpreted actions not requiring Congressional authori-
zation as only including: (1) rescuing Americans; (2) rescuing for-
eign nationals where doing so facilitates the rescue of Americans; 
(3) protecting U.S. Embassies and legations; (4) suppressing civil 
insurrection in the United States; (5) implementing and adminis-
tering the terms of an armistice or cease fire designed to termi-
nate hostilities involving the United States; and (6) carrying out 
the terms of security commitments contained in treaties.84  

Specific instances of unilateral deployments in this period in-
cluded the 1976 evacuation of U.S. citizens by the military from 
Lebanon, which was premised on citizens’ physical safety.85  In 
response to the Iran Hostage Crisis in 1979, the OLC found that 
the President could take unilateral actions against Iran because 
“[i]t is well established that the President has the constitutional 
power as Chief Executive and Commander-in-Chief to protect the 
lives and property of Americans abroad.”86  In a 1980 memo for 
the President, the OLC again stated that “Presidents have re-
peatedly employed troops abroad in defense of American lives and 
property.”87  In 1981, the unilateral deployment of military advi-
sors in a non-combat role in El-Salvador to advise government 
forces against Marxist rebels was premised on a threat to U.S. 

  
 82. Authority to Use Military Force in Libya, supra note 81, at 13. 
 83. Id.  
 84. Hearings on War Powers: A Test of Compliance Relative to the Danang Sealift, the 
Evacuation of Phnom Penh, the Evacuation of Saigon, and the Mayaguez Incident, Before 
the House Comm. on International Relations, 94th Cong., 1st. Sess. (Part VI) 90 (1975). 
 85. Overview of the War Powers Resolution, supra note 68. 
 86. Presidential Power to Use the Armed Forces Abroad Without Statutory Authori-
zation, supra note 44, at 187. 
 87. Id. 
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national security and economic interests in Central America.88 
These same interests were relied on for unilateral Presidential 
deployments up through the Bush Administration and the at-
tacks of September 11, 2001.  In 2002, John Yoo, writing for the 
Bush Administration, argued that “[t]he Constitution vests the 
President with the power to strike terrorist groups or organiza-
tions that cannot be demonstrably linked to the September 11 
attacks, but who, nonetheless, pose a similar threat to the securi-
ty of the United States and the lives of its people, whether at 
home or overseas.”89 

3. Humanitarian Deployments 

It is thus settled practice, given repeated Congressional acqui-
escence, that unilateral Executive deployments to protect U.S. 
lives, property, and treaty obligations are constitutional and 
permitted under the WPR, so long as the hostilities threshold is 
not met.  However, outside of the standard legal justification for 
unilateral Executive deployments, there have also been state-
ments in more recent OLC opinions that suggest the President 
has the power to deploy troops for any U.S. “interest,” which 
could include humanitarian reasons.  One such argument came 
about in relation to U.S. military actions in Somalia in 1992.  

At the beginning of its legal analysis on the Somalian deploy-
ment, the OLC concluded “that the President can reasonably de-
termine that the proposed mission is necessary to protect the 
American citizens already in Somalia,” which satisfies a tradi-
tional interest giving the President power to deploy troops with-
out Congressional authorization.90  Additionally, the OLC found 
implicit Congressional authorization in the Horn of Africa Recov-
ery and Food Security Act.91  But, Attorney General William P. 
Barr went further in his analysis by stating that: 

  
 88. Overview of the War Powers Resolution, supra note 68; Maj. Paul P. Cale, The 
United States Military Advisory Group in El Salvador, 1979–1992, SMALL WARS J. (1996). 
 89. Robert J. Delahunty & John C. Yoo, The President’s Constitutional Authority to 
Conduct Military Operations Against Terrorist Organizations and the Nations That Har-
bor or Support Them, 25 HARV. J.L. & PUB. POL’Y 488, 516–17 (2002). 
 90. See Authority of the President to Use United States Military Forces for the Pro-
tection of Relief Efforts in Somalia, 16 Op. O.L.C. 8, 19 (1992). 
 91. Id. at 13. 
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I further conclude that [the President has] the authority to 
use [U.S.] military personnel to protect Somalians and other 
foreign nationals in Somalia.  You have authority to commit 
troops overseas without specific prior Congressional approv-
al “on missions of good will or rescue, or for the purpose of 
protecting American lives or property or American inter-
ests.” 40 Op. Att’y Gen. 58, 62 (1941) (Jackson, A.G.). See al-
so 53 Dep't St. Bull. 20 (1965) (President Lyndon Johnson 
ordered the United States military to intervene in the Do-
minican Republic “to preserve the lives of American citizens 
and citizens of a good many other nations . . . .”).92 

On its face, the quoted precedent from the 1940 and 1965 de-
ployments seems to suggest that two past unilateral Executive 
deployments also endorsed humanitarian interventions.  Howev-
er, neither of these cited precedents were actually premised on 
humanitarian purposes.  First the 1940 Memo from then-
Attorney General Robert Jackson said that while the Lend-Lease 
Act could serve as Congressional authorization for the President 
to authorize American training of British pilots, the President’s 
inherent Commander-in-Chief powers also allowed him to aid the 
training of the military of a friendly state against an enemy 
state.93  Jackson continued that the President’s “authority un-
doubtedly includes the power to dispose of troops and equipment 
in such manner and on such duties as best to promote the safety 
of the country.”94 

Regardless of the selective use of precedent, when the OLC fol-
lowed up on Attorney General Barr’s argument in its own legal 
opinion, it stated that “[n]or is the President’s power strictly lim-
ited to the protection of American citizens in Somalia,” because 
interventions in 1900 in China and 1965 in the Dominican Re-
public “extended to the protection of foreign nationals . . . and 
other non-United States citizens.”95  Yet this analysis was as 
flawed as Attorney General Barr’s argument because President 
McKinley’s intervention in China during the Boxer Rebellion was 
  
 92. Auth. to Use United States Military Forces in Somalia, supra note 68, at 6 (em-
phasis added). 
 93. Training of British Flying Students in the United States, 40 Op. Att’y Gen. 58, 
1941 WL 1878, at 59 (1941). 
 94. Id. at 62 (emphasis added). 
 95. Authority to Use U.S. Military Forces in Somalia, supra note 68, at 11. 
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done to protect U.S. citizens threatened by the Boxers.96  But, in 
an area of the law where custom shapes the distribution of power 
between the political branches, since Congress acquiesced to the 
Somalian mission, this operation was a foot in the door for Presi-
dents to claim that humanitarian interests justified a unilateral 
Presidential deployment of military force. 

The next step in legitimizing humanitarian justifications for 
unilateral deployments came in 1994.  In an opinion on the uni-
lateral Executive deployment of U.S. forces to Haiti, Assistant 
Attorney General Walter Dellinger stated that one of the charac-
teristics supporting the President’s power to deploy troops in this 
situation was that “war does not exist” in situations where “Unit-
ed States troops are deployed at the invitation of a fully legiti-
mate government.”97  While the Haiti intervention was also prem-
ised under other national security interests — including defend-
ing America’s borders and enforcing its treaty obligations — us-
ing Dellinger’s “invitation” justification, it follows that if a host 
government invites the U.S. to intervene for a purely humanitar-
ian mission, then the President could unilaterally deploy troops 
since this would not be a “war.”98  

In 1995, the Clinton Administration, relying on the precedent 
of its 1994 Haitian intervention, argued that the president’s “au-
thority has long been recognized as extending to the dispatch of 
armed forces outside of the United States . . . for the purpose of 
protecting American lives or property or American interests.”99  
Here, the bifurcation of “American interests” from the traditional 
justification for unilateral Executive interventions is important, 
because the President defines what the national interest is.  The 
Bush Administration relied on this same logic in 2004, citing the 
1995 Bosnia Opinion’s statement that “[t]he President also may 

  
 96. Ready to Send Troops, N.Y. TRIBUNE (June 17, 1900), available at 
http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn83030214/1900-06-17/ed-1/seq-1/
;words=READY+SEND+TROOPS; Walter LaFeber: The Boxer Rebellion, PBS, 
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/amex/1900/filmmore/reference/interview/
lafeber_boxerrebellion.html.  
 97. Deployment of United States Armed Forces into Haiti, supra note 65. 
 98. Id.  
 99. Training of British Flying Students in the United States, supra note 93, at 62 
(emphasis added).  
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determine that [a] deployment is necessary to protect American 
foreign policy interests.”100  

Thus the Executive’s view of what interests are necessary for 
a unilateral Presidential deployment of force in the 1992, 1995, 
and 2004 OLC opinions moved away from the traditional view of 
being solely American lives, property, or treaty obligations to in-
cluding both humanitarian concerns and blanket assertions of 
“American interests.”  As former Secretary of Defense Leon Pan-
etta has said, the President has the power to unilaterally deploy 
the military to “protect our national interests.”101  What exactly 
these “national interests” include, Panetta could not give a specif-
ic answer to, because it is up to the President to decide. 

4. Libya  

In its legal analysis of the 2011 Libyan intervention, the OLC 
argued that “the President has the power to commit United 
States troops abroad [and] to “take military action for the pur-
pose of protecting important national interests.”102  The im-
portant national interests given were promoting regional stability 
by (1) preventing a humanitarian crisis and (2) encouraging other 
democratic uprisings, while also maintaining the credibility of the 
U.N. Security Council.103  While the credibility of the Security 
Council can be tied to American treaty commitments, the human-
itarian portion of the regional stability interest is similar to the 
reasoning given in the 1992 Somalia OLC opinion.104 

Humanitarian interests have now been cited as a national in-
terest in OLC justifications for unilateral Executive deployment 
powers multiple times in recent years.105  Though such assertions 
have always been given alongside other traditional interests at 
  
 100. Memorandum Opinion from Jack L. Goldsmith III, Assistant Att’y Gen., Office of 
Legal Counsel, to the Counsel for the President, Deployment of United States Armed 
Forces to Haiti 3 (Mar. 17, 2004).  
 101. Matt Cover, Panetta: Obama Can Unilaterally Use Military to Protect ‘National 
Interests’, CNS NEWS (June 13, 2011, 9:53 AM), http://www.cnsnews.com/news/article/
panetta-obama-can-unilaterally-use-military-protect-national-interests.   
 102. Libya Memo, supra note 2, at 6. 
 103. Id. at 10. 
 104. Compare Libya Memo, supra note 2, at 10–12, with Authority of the President to 
Use United States Military Forces for the Protection of Relief Efforts in Somalia, supra 
note 90, at 19. 
 105. See, e.g., Goldsmith, supra note 100 (discussing humanitarian priorities and in-
tervention).  
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stake in unilateral deployments, these arguments create a “pat-
tern of executive conduct, made under claim of right, extended 
over many decades and engaged in by Presidents of both parties” 
of citing humanitarian issues as a national interest.106  Thus, 
humanitarian interventions have become a legitimate national 
interest which can justify unilateral military deployments by the 
President, since Congress has repeatedly acquiesced to such 
claims.107  Given the evolution of what interests provide the Pres-
ident the power to conduct unilateral deployments, is it possible 
for the Executive to label R2P a national interest which enable 
the President to unilaterally deploy military force? 

C. PURE R2P MISSIONS  

The President likely has the power to deploy U.S. military 
forces on R2P missions where no economic interests, treaty obli-
gations, or American lives are at stake.  Looking at the first 
prong of the unilateral deployment framework — that an interest 
is implicated — three circumstances prove that R2P is a legiti-
mate national interest.  First, President Obama called R2P a U.S. 
national interest, and past Executive justifications have, as dis-
cussed above, stated that the President can deploy military force 
for any national interest.108  Second, humanitarian purposes, hav-
ing been cited since 1992 as interests included in unilateral Ex-
ecutive deployments, have two decades of historical gloss to sup-
port their inclusion as a U.S. national interest which provide the 
President with a unilateral war power.109  Third, recent history 
suggests that if the President cites R2P as the sole national in-
terest at stake in a unilateral Presidential deployment, Congress 
is not likely to prevent him or her from deploying those forces.  
Indeed, Congress has done nothing since the WPR to try and 
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stem the accumulation of power in the Executive to unilaterally 
deploy troops at the President’s will for any interest he cites.110  

For the second prong of the unilateral deployment legal 
framework, it is doubtful that a R2P deployment would require 
large enough deployments of U.S. military forces to trigger a con-
stitutional war.  The mission in Haiti required 20,000 troops, 
while Kosovo involved bombings that “severely damaged Yugo-
slavia's military and industrial capacity” and inflicted significant 
casualties and hardships on Yugoslavia’s civilian population.”111  
Yet these events did not rise to the level of hostilities under the 
WPR, so it is entirely possible that a limited R2P deployment for 
a short duration would similarly not trigger hostilities under the 
modern view of the WPR, and thus allow the President to unilat-
erally deploy military forces.  As an example of how large a 
peacekeeping force on a R2P mission may be, the African Union 
Mission in Somalia, which is charged with stopping the civil war 
in Somalia, consists of only 17,731 troops.112  

Thus both prongs of the unilateral deployment power frame-
work are met for R2P missions, empowering the President to de-
ploy U.S. forces on purely humanitarian missions.  However, dur-
ing hearings over the Libyan intervention, not all members of 
Congress signaled a willingness to acquiesce and let the Presi-
dent unilaterally deploy troops for humanitarian reasons.  Sena-
tor Webb stated that the: 

historically acceptable conditions under which a President 
can unilaterally order the military into action are clear.  If 
our country or our military forces are attacked; if an attack, 
including one by international terrorists, is imminent and 
must be pre-empted; if treaty commitments specifically 
compel us to respond to attacks on our allies; if American 
citizens are detained or threatened; if our sea lanes are in-
terrupted, then — and only then — should the President or-
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der the use of military force without first gaining the ap-
proval of the Congress.113 

Senator Corker went on the record with similar views to Sena-
tor Webb during Harold Koh’s testimony over the Libyan inter-
vention.114 Nine other members of Congress also stated that de-
ployments for humanitarian purposes required Congressional 
authorization.115 

Nevertheless, the voices of a minority of the 535 members of 
the Congress who oppose the President’s view of the balance of 
power between the branches should not be viewed as resistance 
from the Congress as a whole.  Congress allowed the Libyan in-
tervention to proceed, and did not push back against the view 
that humanitarian interventions are a U.S. national interest 
which gives the President unilateral deployment power — so the 
Libya deployment precedent added a gloss on the power which 
the President possesses to deploy U.S. military forces.  Senator 
Webb seemed to realize this when he said the  

logic used by this Administration to intervene in Libya on 
the basis . . .  of ‘humanitarian intervention’ . . . and the 
precedent it has set, now requires us to accept one of two 
uncomfortable alternatives.  Either we as a legislative body 
must reject this . . . or we must accept a redefinition of the 
very precepts upon which this government was founded.116   

Without formulating any meaningful rejection of the Presi-
dent’s course of action, Congress is accepting a “redefinition” of 
what interests allow the President to unilaterally deploy the mili-
tary.  
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IV. INHERENT PROBLEMS FOLLOWING FROM R2P MISSIONS 

But if the President is now empowered to unilaterally deploy 
military force on R2P missions, a variety of problems may arise 
due to the second and third order effects of such missions.  Some 
of the problems include using limited resources for R2P missions 
in an age of austerity, the impact R2P missions will have on the 
military, and becoming enmeshed in struggles where the long 
term impacts are unknown.  While there are certainly other prob-
lems that U.S. involvement in R2P missions could create, this 
section is not intended to be an all-encompassing survey of poten-
tial future problems.  Rather, it is meant to serve as a brief warn-
ing to illustrate that Congress should stop acquiescing to Presi-
dential unilateral deployments, and play a role in determining if 
such deployments are worth their costs. 

A. LIMITED RESOURCES IN AN AGE OF AUSTERITY 

The first problem which R2P missions could create is the cost 
of such missions.  We live in an era of large federal deficits and 
national debt,117 and in response to these pressing fiscal issues, 
members of government have called for cuts to federal spend-
ing.118  One area that has already seen cuts, and faces more re-
ductions, is the defense budget.119  This past year, in response to 
these anticipated constraints, former Secretary of Defense Leon 
Panetta ordered military commanders to slash $52 billion from 
their operating budgets on January 11, 2013.120  Yet while de-
fense budgets are reduced, the proportion of defense spending 
that will go towards healthcare and veterans benefits is set to 
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increase steadily over the coming decades.121  So to balance 
spending priorities, a recent RAND study suggests cutting back 
the military’s operations tempo abroad.122  

Additionally, calls to cut the size of the military have been 
made.  Michael O’Hanlon of the Brookings Institution recently 
proposed a reduction in the number of active duty military per-
sonnel by 100,000 service members.123  A 2011 RAND study simi-
larly called for a reduction to the Army’s overall force structure 
(active and reserve components), as did the 2010 Sustainable De-
fense Task Force Report, and a CATO Institute report suggested 
a dramatic reduction in the size of the active duty Army to only 
360,000 troops.124  The Army is already set to fall over five years 
to 490,000 service member from a peak of 570,000, and the Ma-
rines are to drop to 182,000 from 202,000 service members, but 
further cuts will be required according to testimony Secretary of 
Defense Chuck Hagel delivered this summer.125  

Yet in the face of calls for a reduced operations tempo and 
smaller force structure, the global problem of failed and failing 
states is not going away.126  So there will be a continuing need for 
R2P missions, which will have to be conducted by a smaller mili-
tary operating on a smaller budget.  For instance, with cuts and 
an ongoing war in Afghanistan, there are calls for America to in-
tervene in Syria in the name of R2P.127  One estimate put the size 
of the Syrian military at 280,000 soldiers, so any R2P interven-
tion there would require a force larger than the one in Afghani-
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stan currently.128  With a smaller military and a continued need 
for R2P missions, soldiers would face repeated deployments.  But 
the last decade of repeated deployments have led to a drop in the 
military’s ability to retain its best junior officers; a rise in mili-
tary suicides;129 significant family stress and uncertainty; and a 
number of other negative consequences.130 

B. JUDGING SECOND AND THIRD ORDER EFFECTS 

The biggest inherent problem in R2P missions is that it is ex-
ceedingly hard to judge what the second and third order effects of 
any deployment will be.  Executive decision makers are notori-
ously unable to judge what the outcome of an intervention will be.  
For example, in Afghanistan the CIA armed the forerunners of Al 
Qaeda; in Somalia the U.S. intervention led to “Black Hawk 
Down”; Iraq turned into a raging insurgency rather than an in-
stant democracy; and now there is a rise in violence in the Sahel 
due to America’s Libyan intervention.131  According to former CIA 
Director Michael Hayden, the Obama Administration: 

went into Libya for reasons that seemed very powerful for 
some people at the time, almost all of them humanitarian, 
perhaps without a true or deep appreciation for what the 
secondary and tertiary effects of overthrowing Gadhafi 
would be. . . .  This was always the story we saw in those cell 
phone videos of oppressed and oppressor, but there were 
other stories going on too, other narratives — East vs. West 
in Libya, tribal disputes in Libya, eastern Libya being home 
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of the Islamic Libyan fighting group. . . .  All these subplots 
were always out there and once you shatter the old society, 
these subplots become far more powerful and now we are 
seeing the results of that: Loss of control, portable air mis-
siles, weapons from Libya being used to grab the northern 
half of Mali away from the Malian government, which is a 
good friend of the U.S.132 

Hayden is not the only person to tie the Libyan intervention to 
the current unrest in Mali, or to the Benghazi attacks.133 

The radicalization of the Syrian civil war is further evidence of 
the unintended consequences of U.S. interventions overseas. 
While the Syrian opposition may have begun as a Syrian move-
ment, the opposition is now dominated by foreign fighters, includ-
ing Iraqis who fought as part of the Islamic State of Iraq and Lib-
yans from Ansar al-Sharia.134  These fighters learned their trade-
craft fighting against American soldiers, and are now part of an 
opposition which any R2P mission would end up helping.  

Why would American leaders be unable to see these second 
and third order effects of interventions?  Perhaps this is because 
whenever outside, uninvolved states embroil themselves in inter-
necine conflicts, they fall into three traps: 

First, the leadership that replaces the former regime finds 
that it cannot rule because it has not been able to mobilize 
the support to win on its own, and, as in Iraq, civil strife fol-
lows the liberating invasion.  The new leadership finds itself 
in the second trap when it can only remain in power thanks 
to ongoing foreign support.  As a result, it renders the coun-
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try a client state rather than a free nation.  The third trap 
occurs when the leadership learns that it can only govern as 
the previous dictator did — by force.  The liberating in-
vaders are thus responsible not only for the monetary and 
human costs of the invasion but for having produced a civil 
war, a colony, or one more tyranny with a new ideological 
label attached.135 

While the problems described in this section are certainly not 
the only challenges posed by R2P interventions, they serve as a 
warning for what a future of unilateral R2P interventions could 
entail.  So how could  these problems be averted, while still giving 
the government the ability to deploy military force if it is truly 
needed to defend America or its interests?  One possible solution 
is to bring the other two branches of the federal government into 
decision-making on R2P deployments, to enable them to serve as 
a check on the President which validates that such deployments 
are worth their cost in U.S. blood and treasure. 

V. A PROPOSED SOLUTION TO UNILATERAL R2P 
DEPLOYMENTS 

In order to better weigh whether a R2P mission is worth the 
potential cost, the President’s ability to unilaterally deploy the 
military on R2P missions must be constrained to give the Legisla-
tive Branch a voice on such deployments.  Not every R2P inter-
vention is bad — perhaps U.S. intervention in Rwanda could 
have saved hundreds of thousands of lives.  But every R2P situa-
tion will be different, and will present unique scenarios and risks. 
So rather than giving total power to one person and his advisors 
to commit the U.S. to intervention in another sovereign state’s 
affairs, Congress — the branch whose members are elected to 
directly represent the people — should serve as a check over 
whether American lives should be risked for R2P deployments.   

As discussed in Section III, the extent of the political branches 
powers in national security and foreign affairs are decided by cus-
tom and historical practice.136  If Congress were to pass a bill re-
stricting the President’s ability to unilaterally deploy military 
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force on R2P missions, it would effectively block this power, be-
cause “as a matter of constitutional law, the President and the 
Congress share authority to respond to national security issues.  
The President does not possess exclusive authority to act, and 
Congress has the constitutional right to participate, in the na-
tional security process.”137  Yet Congress has not passed such a 
bill and it has increasingly been distanced from the national se-
curity decision-making process, perhaps because of “(1) the execu-
tive’s incentive and ability to act quickly and decisively; (2) Con-
gress’s own acquiescence due to poorly drafted statutes, inade-
quate legislative tools, and a lack of political will; and (3) the ju-
diciary’s acquiescence to unilateral assertions of presidential 
power.”138 

Thus to serve as a check on deployments for R2P missions, 
Congress should exercise its national security powers and pass a 
bill prohibiting the President from unilaterally deploying military 
forces on R2P missions.  In May 2012, in response to the Libyan 
intervention, Senator James Webb introduced one such bill, his 
“Humanitarian Intervention” Bill.  The Bill would have required 
the President to obtain congressional approval before using mili-
tary force for humanitarian or peacekeeping operations, while 
also requiring debate on such a request begin within days, and a 
vote "in a timely manner.”139  Webb introduced this bill because 
“[w]e would be facing the exact same constitutional challenges 
[over humanitarian interventions] no matter the party of the 
president.  In fact, unless we resolve this matter, there is no 
doubt that we someday will.”140  

A bill similar to Webb’s would act as a check on hasty Execu-
tive decision-making by giving Congress a voice, yet would also 
allow for a speedy U.S. response if needed under its timely debate 
procedures.  This is the type of solution Congress should enact.  
Congress is given a role under both the Constitution and the 
WPR in authorizing humanitarian interventions, as Senator 
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Javits explicitly stated during debate over the WPR, and passing 
legislation similar to the Webb bill would enable Congress to ful-
fill that role.  The added check of Congress also helps to avoid the 
problems discussed in Part IV by interjecting a fresh perspective 
from both parties into a decision-making process that, if left to 
the Executive alone, could be overtaken by the singular view of 
the President and the peculiarities of that office. 

But even if Congress passed legislation similar to Webb’s Hu-
manitarian Intervention Bill, to ensure an actual check on the 
President, Courts must be willing to uphold and enforce such leg-
islation. Yet, courts often duck war powers questions under vari-
ous justiciability and standing doctrines.141  For example, during 
President Clinton’s unilateral intervention in Kosovo, members of 
Congress brought suit claiming that when President Clinton’s 
deployment of troops extended past the sixty-day window with no 
authorization from Congress he had violated the WPR.142  But 
despite facing a clear violation of the text of the WPR, the court 
dismissed the suit for lack of standing under the theory that un-
less a Congress member’s voting power has been totally eviscer-
ated, their remedy is to utilize the political process, not the 
courts.143  Recently, a federal district court judge in Washington, 
D.C., dismissed a similar War Powers violation suit by members 
of Congress over the Libyan intervention.144  In Kucinich v. 
Obama, the District Court Judge went so far as to state that “the 
Court finds it frustrating to expend time and effort adjudicating 
the re-litigation of [this] settled question[] of law” that a member 
of Congress lacks standing to challenge a Presidential violation of 
the WPR.145  When Senator Lee asked Harold Koh during his 
Senate testimony over Libya if Congress could maintain a war 
powers suit over the Libyan intervention in light of modern, 
judge-made justiciability doctrines, Koh responded “I think it is 
highly unlikely that it would be justiciable.  There was in the Vi-
etnam era a number of famous cases, Holtzman v. Schlesinger, 
where some cases did get into court.  But the general pattern of 
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the case law since then has been that these suits have been dis-
missed on some preliminary ground.”146 

Therefore, to ensure that any legislation restricting the Execu-
tive’s ability to conduct unilateral R2P missions is actually en-
forced, courts should be willing to adjudicate war and foreign af-
fairs powers issues, especially when they are facial violations of 
the WPR.  As Judge Tatel put it in Clinton v. Campbell, judges 
handle complex constitutional questions all of the time, why 
should national security questions be any different?147  Courts are 
able tell what war is; they did so in Bas v. Tingy, The Prize Cases, 
and various Vietnam War suits.148  When ruling on these issues, 
courts are not judging the wisdom of interventions, only their le-
gality, and courts have a responsibility to the people to be the 
final arbiter of the law.149  To enable courts to play their role, any 
humanitarian intervention legislation should include a provision 
explicitly providing individual Congress members standing to 
challenge Presidential unilateral deployments. Harold Koh once 
agreed with these solutions as a proper means to check a Presi-
dent’s national security powers.150  According to Koh, Congress 
[should] adopt an omnibus framework statute to give itself great-
er control over the national security process and national security 
decisions made under that framework should be “fully subject to 
judicial review.”151 

R2P missions present many possible dangers.  While no past 
unilateral deployment has ever been premised solely on humani-
tarian interests, due to the evolution of unilateral Presidential 
deployments and the concomitant acquiescence of Congress to 
this practice, if the President chose to deploy troops in the name 
of R2P, he would be legally justified in doing so.  Therefore, to 
ensure that a President does not rashly involve American soldiers 
in a mission that leads to deadly consequences, Congress should 
restrain the President’s ability to unilaterally conduct R2P mis-
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sions.  But in order to ensure a legislative restraint is actually 
enforced, courts must modify their justiciability doctrines and be 
willing to weigh in on national security cases, which are no hard-
er to judge or more abstract than other issues courts deal with on 
a daily basis. 

 
 


